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Dr. Doug Engelbart, father of the computer mouse and many other PC and internet
technologies, dies age 88 in his Atherton, California house of kidney failure.  

Born in in Portland, Oregon on 25 January 1925, Engelbart started working on computers in the
1950s when he had an "epiphany" involving a computer screen full of different symbols-- a
vision, probably inspired by Navy radar consoles The New York Times suggests, of what we
can recognise as a computer workstation desktop.

In the 1960s Engelbart established the experimental Augmentation Research Centre (ARC) at
Stanford Research Institute (SRI, later SRI International), where he developed a number of
revolutionary technologies first shown off at the 1968 Fall Joint Computer Conference,
California. 

During what Silicon Valley calls "the mother of all demos" Engelbart demonstrated not only his
1964 invention, the mouse (a collaboration with mechanical engineer William English), but also
text editing, video conferencing, hypertext and windowing within a remarkable creation called
oNLine System (NLS). 
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NLS was refined at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Centre and the Stanford Artificial IntelligenceLaboratory before Apple and Microsoft "borrowed" its ideas on GUI design in the 1980s. Previous to that that, in 1960 (a year before the invention of the planar transistor), Engelbartwrote a paper on scaling in microelectronics and predicted a future with enough processingpower for what he called "Augment" (aka ARPAnet), the granddaddy of today's internet. For his many contributions Engelbart received a number of awards-- including the NationalMedal of Technology, the Lemelson-MIT Prize and the Turing Award. But he will remain bestremembered for that not-so-furry rodent companion to our PCs, which Engelbart described as"one of the potentially promising means for delivering and receiving information.”Go  Computer Visionary Who Invented the Mouse (The New York Times)Watch Doug Engelbart 1968 NLS Demo Clip 
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http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/04/technology/douglas-c-engelbart-inventor-of-the-computer-mouse-dies-at-88.html?pagewanted=all&_r=2&
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvx4ObDBGZs&feature=player_embedded

